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13.1

lntroduction

Reaction-diffusion (RD) systems are mathematical models which provide macro
scopic descriptions for the dynamics of media in which random motion and chcmical
reactions are the major players to he kept track of. In a typical situation, an RD sys
tem consists of several coupled differential equations, part of which at least involve
space and time dependent variables, and are therefore of the type known as partial
differential equations. A particularly simple but important case is provided by single
scalar equations, of which the linear diffusion equation is arguably the most relevant
example.
Reaction-diffusion systcms have been extensivcly studied during the 20th cen
tury. W hile the mathematical analysis of general, nonlinear RD systems is rather
involved, in a number of cases of interest in applications RD equations have been
shown to possess a wealth of ínteresting (and often intriguing) behaviours. These
correspond to classes of particular solutions, the study of which often goes under
the terrn of pattem formation theory. These notes are intended to provide an in
troduction to that subject, which plays an important role in many problems in the
natural sciences. However, as it will become apparent from the list of contents, our
choice is strongly biased in severa! aspects. First, the selection of topics made pays
particular attention to models in biology and medicine. On the other hand, at the
methodological leve! we have focused on the use of asymptotic methods, which are
particularly efficient when the underlying dynamics involves different time and space
scales. T here is no question about other possible approaches having merits of their
own. It seems, however, that the material being reported upon in the sequel is of
primary interest for any researcher approaching the field of mathematícal biology.
The plan of this chapter is as follows. To start, section 13.2 deals with a general
overview of RD systems, followed by a short review of results concerning the linear
diffusion equation and its relation to random walks. Then, after quickly remarking on
asymptotic states for linear and nonlinear systems, we comment on Turing's classical
work on diffusion-driven instability generation in linear systems. After that, the
sectíon concludes with a description of a simple (but relevant) model of nonlinear
pattem fonnation, the so-called activator-inhibitor system proposed by Gierer and
Meinhardt in 1972.
Section 13.3 deals with particular solutions of RD systems of wave type. As a
starting point we review sorne classical work on scalar, semi-linear diffusion equa
tions, including the groundbreaking 1937 paper by Kolmogorov, Petrovsky, and
Piskunov on the existence of travelling waves for a model arising in biology. We
then tum our attention to excitable systems which are of particular interest in life
sciences, and recall sorne relevant cases of wave propagation, including pulses, tar
gets, and spiral waves.
Finally, in section 13.4 we present sorne selected topics on the mathematical
analysis of chemotaxis, that is, on motion of micro-organisms driven by the gradient
of an attractant (or repellent) chemical signa!. After shortly reviewing the problem

of axon growth and neural navigation, we focus on the study of the aggregation
properties of a much-studied model, namely the amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum
(Dd). Phenomena such as chemotactic collapse and stream and spiral motions are
considered, always with the help of the asymptotic techniques already introduced in
section 13.3.
The material that follows is intended to be suitable for any advanced undergrad
uate or junior graduate student with sorne background in differential equations. To
keep the fiow of the main arguments in the text, lengthy calculations have been omít
ted, and arguments have been in general condensed. Whenever that occurs, reference
is made to those articles or books where additional details can be found.
Last, but not least, 1 wish to express my sincere thanks to the coordinator of
the European Project HPRN-CT-2000-00105, Professor Nicola Bellomo, and to the
Director of the Propriano 2001 Summer School on "Using Mathematical Models and
Computer Simulation to Improve Cancer Therapy," Professor Luigi Preziosi, for their
continuous interest and helpful assistance in all aspects related to the preparation of
this work. 1 am also particularly thankful to Professors Paul Fife and Juan Velázquez
for a number of interesting remarks on topics considered in these notes.

13.2

Reaction-Diffusion Systems: Basic Results

In this section we shall recall sorne relevant facts concerning linear and nonlin
ear RD systems.

13.2.1

Modelling Assumptions

A reaction-diffusion system of equations is a mathematical formulation of a
balance principie. More precisely, let us denote by u1, . , Um sorne quantities depending on space (represented by a vector x = (x1, .. . , Xn ) , n � 1) and time
(denoted by t). A possible rule for the evolution of the u;s is provided by
.

ou

-¡¡f +V'· Ji

fi(ui, ..

.

, Um, X,

.

t),

(13.1)

The first term on the left of (13.1) corresponds to local variation of the variable

u;, whereas the second terrn there accounts for transport of Ui withín the surrounding
medium. In mathematical terms, the notation V' ·Ji means the divergence of the

quantity Jí, which is termed as the local flux. A typical choice for J; is
m

Ji

-D(i)(u)V'ui +

L V;k(u)uk,

k=l

(13.2)

i

i

where u=(u1, ... , um), and D(i) is the diagonal matrix Diag {Di ), ..., D� l}. The
first and second terms in the right of ( 1 3.2) are usually referred to as the diffusive and

i
convective components of the flux, respectively: D� ) ( ) (resp. v;k(u)) are known
as the diffusion (resp. convection) coefficients. For instance, assume that n 2 1,
i
i
m = 1 and D( ), v;k are constants such that ni ) = Dk > O, and vik = v when
i = k, and Vik =O otherwise. Then the transport term in ( 1 3 . 1 ) is given by
n
82u n 8u
= - L Dj 2 + L Vj a ..
\7. J
j=l 8xJ k=l x

where as usual

u

J

As to the forcing function ( 1 3 . 1 ), it represents a source (or sink) term, arising
for instance from chemical reactions when the U i denote substances susceptible of
recombination. Typical choices for Íi are of a power-like or exponential nature. A
simple example, corresponding to the casen = m = 1, is provided by f(u, x, t) =
au k - bu1 , for sorne real numbers a, b, k, and l.

13.2.2

provided that the integral above converges in sorne time interval O <
When
luo(x)I S C eMlxl2

=

oo.

,

where

n a2u
6.u=¿a 2 .
i=l
X·
i

( 1 3 .3)

J = -D\7u ,
this last statement being often termed as Fourier's or Fick's law. lt is well known
that, in order to uniquely determine its solutions, ( 1 3.3) has to be supplemented
with suitable initial and boundary conditions, thus giving raise to a number of well
posed mathematical problems. One of these is the so-called initial value or Cauchy
problem, given by
when

W hen such an object is taken as initial value at

t=O in ( 1 3 .4), ( 1 3.5) reduces to

=

In other words, ( 1 3.3) is derived under the assumption that there is no convec
tion in the medium, and the local flux satisfies

{�

< T :<:::

r Uoj(X)dx = 1 .
}JR.n

A particularly important example of RD systems is the linear diffusion equation,
which is obtained by setting in ( 1 3 . 1 ) m = 1, f
O, Vi O, and Di = D >O for
1 < i < n. We then obtain

u =D6.u

t

for sorne positive C and M, ( 1 3.5) actually yields the only solution to ( 1 3 .4) (see for
instance [30]). A limit case of particular interest appears when u0(x) reduces to a
pointwise discharge of unit intensity (a Dirac delta, or mass, in mathematical terms) ,
uo(x) = ó(x - xo) for sorne xo E lRn. This can be considered as an object satisfying
ÍJR.n ó(x - xo)dx = 1 but such that ó(x - x0) = O for any x -¡:. x0. A conceptually
more reassuring altemative consists in considering ó(x - x0) the limit as j -+ oo of
a sequence { Uoj(x)} of smooth and nonnegative functions, each of which vanishes
outside the ball Bj(xo) = { x : lx - x01 :::; 1/j} and is such that

Linear Diffusion

8u = D u
6.
8t

n

lx - Yl2= L(x i - Yi) 2,
i=l

x E lRn and t >O,

( 1 3.4)

u( , O) = uo(x) when x E lRn, t = O .

�

Here u0(x) is a given function, on which only mild requirements need to be
assumed. One may directly check that a solution of ( 1 3 .4) is given by
( 1 3.5)

( 1 3 .6)

We next remark on two key properties of Equation ( 1 3.3), namely its linear
ity and irreversibility. To begin with, if we consider ( 1 3 .4) as a black box, which
provides a response (output) u(x, t) whenever a stimulus (input) u0 (x) is fed in, for
mula ( 1 3.5) establishes that response is always proportional to stimulus (multiply
ing u0 (x) by a factor ,\ yields ,\u(x, t) as a new solution). Furthermore, any finite
linear combination of solutions gives again a new solution, and the same happens
when infinite such combinations are considered, provided that convergence of the
corresponding series can be established. This fact is the basic idea behind Fourier's
celebrated separation of variables technique, which is very useful to solve ( 1 3.3) in
bounded domains with suitable symmetry, and that consists of looking for solutions
of the form
00

u(x, t)=L aj(t)Xj(x) ,
j=l

( 1 3 .7)

where the {Xj(x)} are a countable family of solutions of a suitable eigenvalue prob
lem, and the {aj(t)} are the corresponding amplitudes which modulare them. Both
{aj(t)} and {Xj(x)} are to be determined upon substitution of ( 1 3.7) into the cor
responding boundary value problem for ( 1 3 .3); see for instance [89] for details.
A second important property of ( 1 3.3) is irreversibility, i.e., the fact that chang
ing t by ( t) does not leave (13 .3) invariant. Actually, the transformed equation thus
-

{-

obtained is highly unstable. To wit, consider for instance the initial value problem

au
at

-

fPu

u(x,O)

when

x

E

eikx for sorne

A quick check reveals that u(x, t)

=

lR, t

k

>

>

O,

(13.8)

O at t =O.

eikx+nt is a solution of

,_

The following question naturally arises: what is the probability W(m,N) that
the particle arrives at the point m (m being an integer), after suffering N (N ;:::: !mi)
displacements?

Suppose for instance that m > O. Then W(m, N) is the probability of taking
( N!m) steps to the right (indeed, (N + m) must be an even number), out of a total
of N steps. It then tums out that

(13.8) if
(probability corresponding to an arbitrary sequence of paths)

W(m, N)
(13.9)

x

Equation (13.9) is a simple example of a dispersion relation (of which more will
be heard in the sequel). It describes the way in which different modes evolve in time
(in this case, they are amplified in an exponential way).
A related fact is that solutions to (13.4) do not keep track of most features of

their initial values u0(x). Indeed, (13.S) shows that even if u o(x) is a highly irregular,
discontinuous function, for any positive time t,

a function of

x and t.

u(x, t) is

infinitely differentiable as

Moreover, if

lluoll1

=

¡u(x, t)I

(13.11)

Formula (13.11) provides an exact answer, but a very cumbersome one (if you

doubt this, try counting from one to 9!). However, in sorne particular (but relevant)
cases, one may trade an exact, unwieldy expression by a merely approximate, but
convenient, one. This is the rationale behind many so-called asymptotic methods.

f uo(x) dx < oo,
ÍRn

N

� cc1i iluolh

»

and

1

(13.12)

these symbols meaning "Nis very large" and

"m/N is

very small," are admittedly

not the most precise of the statements (see [4J for a careful definition). We then may
for sorne e > o '

(13.10)

take advantage of Stirling's fommla

a strong regularising effect. Notice that (13.10) describes both a smoothening anda

N!""

fiattening effect, since the right-hand side of (13.10) decays algebraically to zero as
t increases.
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(�)N (N�m) (�) N�N-!r -

Por instance, assume that

it then follows from (13.5) that

max

(number of paths leading to place m)

v'2i"fíi . NN

as

N�oo,

(cf. [4] and [29], Chapter 11, Section 10), or more precisely of its logarithmic form

log(N!)

Dlffusion and Random Walks

The linear diffusion equation (13.3) is a continuum model of a deterministic na
turc. This means that if we consider, for instance, problem

(mild) assumptions on

(13.4) and impose sorne

=

(N �)
+

log(N )

N+

�

Consider for simplicity a one-dimensional random walk, i.e., assume that a par�
ticle is moving along a line in the form of a series of steps of equal length, each step
being taken either in the left or right direction, with equal probability

N such steps, the particle could be at any of the points

Í. After taking

W(m,N),..,.,

as

N�oo,

( )
2

1rN

!

m2

e-zN ,

(13.14)

provided that (13.12) holds. Here and henceforth we shall freely use the customary
asymptotic notations,...., and O(·). Por instance, Equation (13.14) means that, under
our current assumptions, the ratio of the quantities appearing at both si des of ( 13 .14)
tends to one as N � oo (although the difference between these two quantities
need not become small for large N). On its turn, O(-}:¡) denotes any quantity which
in absolute value may be bounded by

-N,-N + 1, ... ,-1,0, 1, ... ,N - 1,N.

e�)

(13.13)

scopic scale (i.e., at a continuum level) is however linked to a random character ata
microscopic scale (i.e., at a discrete level) which we shortly discuss below.

+O

to deduce from ( 13.11) that

u0(x), the corresponding solution is uniquely deterrnined for

any subsequent times, by means of formula (13.S). Such determinism at a macro

log(27r)

be large, but should not depend on

N.

� for sorne e> o as N
If we now set

�OO.

Here e may

VI lnl
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ou

nl2
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which is a particular case of (13.6) in s pace dimension n
squared displacement,

( 1 3.19)

. . •

Notice that the mean

is th en s uch that

(13.17)
Relatio ns ( 13. 1 4) to (13. 1 6) s trongly suggest that the co ntinuum equation ( 1 3.3)
in one s pace dimens ion can be considered as a limit model for a o ne-dimensional
random walk when th e number o f fl ights N goes to infi nity. As a matter o f fact,
this also happens in hígher space dimensions (see for instance lllJ for a classical
presentation). The rando m walk just recall ed is an example o f a s tochas tic process,
a subject for wh ich the reader is referred to [40] and [24] for further information.

ou
13.2.4

D.é::.u+f(u) .

with

=

( 1 3.16)
l.
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Th e s ystem o btained by setting D
O in (13.19) is usually referred to as the
associated kinetic s ystem.
While general enough to account for a wide number of applications , ( 1 3 . 1 8) is
co mparatively s imple o n math ematical terms , si nce a number of possible features o f
the process whose modelisatio n is i ntended h ave been ignored. For instance, w e h av e
discarded c ross-diffusion (which wo uld yield terms such as .é::.(u1 + u2 ) in (13.18)),
nonlinear diffusion (co rresponding to operators like .é::.(ur) with r f:. 1), gradíent
dependent forcing terms of the form f3 ( u1, �,
8u , ... , Um, ...) , and so on.
°
,�
uX1
Xn
Recalling our discussio n in the prev ious s ec tion, we remark that equations of the
forrn (13.18) can be deriv ed as limit dynamics for s ys tems of mo derately interacting,
rando mly moving particles (cf. [69]). Th e term "mo derately" (or short range) refers
to suitable assumptions to be made o n the way in which th e interaction between
individual particles is rescaled as th e total population increases to infinity. Details
can be found in reference [69].
From a mathematícal point of v iew, looking for general solutions of ( 1 3 . 1 8) is
not easy. For one th ing, general representation formulae in the spirit o f (13.5) are
v irtually nonexistent (except wh en th e kinetic terms fiare linear). Moreov er, blow
solutions may cease to exist in finite time. Th is is most simply
up may occ ur,
illustrated by the ordinary differential equation (ODE for short) u' = u2, wh ich h as
(T t)- 1 fo r any T > O. A s imilar phenomenon
solutions of the form ur(t)
h as been extensively studied in the presence of diffus io n, th at is, for equations of the
type

( 1 3. 1 5)

D

::>Y::> 1

(u1, . . . , Um ) , and denoting by D th e diago nal matrix
Di, ... , Dm, (13.18) is conveniently recas t in the form

n

i.e., if we assume th at our particle undergoes n displacements by unit time, and
introduce a s pace variable equal to m times the length l > O of any displacement (no
longer assumed to be o f unit v alue), (13. 14) yields

where

Ht:: Ar.; / IUN-LJ/f-f-U::illJN

General RO Systems: Sorne Relevant Questions

A type of reaction diffus ion system which is o ften found in applicatio ns is the
following

f:Ju1
Dt
( 1 3. 1 8)

aum

at

,Dm are given pos itive co nstants, an d Ji, . . . , fm ar e given (gen
where Di,D2,
, Um is es
erally no nlinear) functio ns. whereby coupling between variables u1,
tablished. Equations ( 1 3 .18) are said to be of semi-linear type. On s etting f ==
• • •

. • .

·..· .l\,':,'.·.
J,

:t;'
'

J' ',
l

,.:

with

p

> 1.

Actually in this equatíon the i nter play between the diffus ion and kinetic mecha
nisms h as been shown to prov ide a countable set o f s patio-temporal struc tures when
the blow-up time T (at wh ich solutions become unbounded) is approached. How
ever, out of ali these, only that h av ing the simplest s pace s tructure (characterised by
possessing a single maximum in s uitable rescaled variables ) is s table; see [37] for a
discussion o f the o ne-dimensional case.
In general, th e existence of solutions to (l 3.18) can o nl y be o btained for s uf
ficiently s mall t imes. This may be ach íeved by means o f vario us techniques: fixed
poi nt metho ds [3 1 ,55], semigroup theo ry [72], a prior i estimates [21 ,52], etc . Wc
should also mention th at when a high er leve! o f nonlinearity is allowed (for ínstance,
wh en nonlinear diffusion terms as .é::. ( u2) are considered), classical solutions , th at
is , functions h av ing ali th e space and time deriv atives required to s atis fy th e s ystem
under co nsideratio n at any point, need not exist glo bally in s pace, even for arbitrarily
short ti mes. As a matter of fact, i n that c ase i nter faces may appear at which solu
tions or their derivatíves may develop jumps (see for instance [3] for a rev iew o n
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an important example). Also, the pres ence of nonlinear convective terms may lead
to shock-wave s olutíons, which exhibit j umps along s orne moving shock curves or
s urfa ces (cf. [90]).
However, even íf general s olution formulae are not avai lable, i n many cases
one is able to detect particular soluti ons th at often play a key role in the dynami cs
(i .e., th e evoluti on in s pace and ti me of s oluti ons ) . This is clearly i llustrated by the
followi ng simple example. C onsi der the ODE

u'= u(l - u).

(13.20)

Equation (13.20) can be explicitly i ntegrated. However, out of all i ts infinitely
many particular soluti ons, one of them stands out, namely ü = L This is readily
seen from the approxi mate picture of soluti ons recalled in Figure 13. l below, that
can be obtai ncd fr om elcmentary considerations

REACT/ON-DIFFUSION SYSTEMS: BASIC RESULTS
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Therefore, at least for s mall ti mes , z' ,..., -z , and the s ubsequent evolution
(given approximately by z(t)
z(O)e-t) will tend to further damp out the effect of
th e s mall perturbati on z(O). This is linear s tabi lity ana lysis i n a nutshell.
When general s ys tems as (13. 1 8) are considered, a key issue often consis ts in
obtaining relevant part icular solutions, th at is , s oluti ons dis playing asymptoti c be
h aviours th at are robust (i .e., do not depend on a particular ch oice of parameters
being made) and at the s ame time i mport ant for th e underlying ph ysi cal or biological
problems of whi ch (13.18) is just a model. Consider for i nstance (13.18) togeth er
with initi al and boundary condi ti ons for whi ch s olutions exist globally in ti me. In
vi ew of our previous remarks , a natural ques tion is th e fo llowi ng: wh at are the pos 
sible asymptotics of solutions fo r large times? Recalli ng th e smoothening feature of
li near diffusion i llustrated by the regularising effect (13.10), th e seemi ngly obvi ous
ans wer appears to be that, as ti me passes, s oluti ons of (13.18) should converge to
th ose of th e ass ociated kinetic s ys tem, obtained by s etting D1 = . . .
Dm
O
there.
Indeed, there are many ins tances i n which this is precisely what h appens . C on
sider for i ns tance th e case where íl is a bounded subs et of JE.n ( n 2: 1) with rea
sonably s mooth boundary, and assume th at no-fl ux condi ti ons are i mpos ed on the
boundary of íl, oíl, vi z
=

8u1
= . ..
8n

=

Bum

=O

at

aíl,

where nis the uni t normal exterior vector at any point of the boundary oíl. Assume
als o that our s ystem admits a compact i nvariant region 2: e JE.'n. B y this we mean
th at O E 2:, and if the i ni tial values u0(x)
( u01 (x), ... , uom(x)) lie in the i nterior
of 2: then so does the s ol ution u = ( u1,.. , um) for ali times t > O. Then ít h as been
shown in [14] that there exits a numbera > O, depending on íl, f, and Di, ... , Dm
such that, i f

t

min{Di, ... ,Dm} > a,

Figure 13.1

The behaviour ofsolutions of (13.20).

then

Indeed, ü = 1 is a global attractor for every soluti on u# O of (13.20). A local
(hence weaker) version of this fact, which will be frequently observed in th e less
trivial cxamples to follow, is quickly derived by looking for th e evolution in ti me of
s mall perturbati ons of the explicit s oluti on ü = l. Namely, let us set

u(t)

l+z(t)

wi th

O < jz(O) 1

«

1 .

Plugging (13.21) i nto (13.20), and using the fa ct that, for small
1 + 2z, we readily see that z(t) s atisfies

z' = (1 +z) - (1 +z)2

,.....,

1 +z

-

1

2z = -z.

(13.21)

z, (1 + z)2

,.....,

u

converges to ü(t) as t --4
dü
dt

=

oo,

where ü(t) s atisfies

ü(O)

f(ü) +g(t) )

� fo u0(x) dx,

J J

(13.22)

JílJ denotes the volume of íl, and Jg(t)J :::; ce-(it for sorne e > O. Then, for suffi
ciently large times, (13.18) can be replaced by (13.22) under our current ass umpti ons .
As a consequence, asy mptotically stable equili bri a for
du
dt

f(u),

conserve th at character f or th e c omplete RD system (13. 1 9). As it is well known, thc
former can be characterised as those poi nts ñ s uch that f(ñ) = O, and for which th e
ei genvalues A gi ven by
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morphogenesis (that is, generation of forms) in living beings. W hile such approach

1vr(u) - ,u¡

was not without precedent (see for instance (75)) it certainly gained momentum after

o,

Turing's work appeared. The author's vision is concisely described in the abstract of
the article:

are such that Re>. <O (cf. for instance [7] and [12]).
It is now natural to wonder what happens if the assumptions in [14] are not

"It is suggested that a system of chemical substances, called morphogens,

satisfied, something that can be shown to happen if sorne of the diffusion coefficients

reacting together and diffusing through a tissue, is adequate to account

in Equation (13.18) are sufficíently small. Then a pattern (that is, an asymptotic state

for the main phenomena of morphogenesis. Such a system, although it

wíth nontrivial spatial structure) may arise. The simplest candidates for pattems are

may originally be quite homogeneous, may later develop a pattem or

the stable solutions of the stationary version of ( 13. 18), i.e.,

structure due to an instability of the homogeneous equilibrium, which is
triggered off by random disturbances ...",

{

(cf. [84), p.37). Following [61], we can illustrate this point of view by means of the

(13.23)

Dm6Um + fm(u1, ... ,um )

following simple example. Consider the linear system

=O.

However, in many cases, patterns are hard to come by. Consider for instance
the semilinear scalar problem

{

D6u + f(u)

:� =O

in

=O

b

(13.24)

!1 is

convex in

�n, any nonconstant

solution of (13.24) is unstable. A similar result has been shown to hold for the
system

{ dd16u
J(u,v)
6v + ('u,v)
+

2

g

=O,
=O,

8v -

'

However, for any pair

d1

> O,

in

d2

!1 and

>

óu

OV
=
/Jn
&n

'

> O. Consider first
are sorne positive parameters, e > O, and
the kinetic system obtained by setting
O in (13.26
It certainly has a

where

a

and

b

homogenous equilibrium solution u

).°

v

= O. To study its stability properties, we
look for perturbations of the form uoe.At , voe>-.t with O < luo 1 + Jvo 1 « L Plugging
these functions into that kinetic system, we see that the exponent A is such that
(13.27)

=O

in

8!1 .

O, it is possible to find a domain !1

O is asymptotically stable whenever Re,\ < O for both values of ,\

given in (13.27). It is now easy to draw a stability diagram in terms of the parameters

a b
and

e

in (13.26) (see Figure 13.2).

Suppose now that we set e

�2

(no longer convex) for which (13.25) possesses a stable, spatially inhomogeneous
equilibrium solution [57].
Our previous discussion yields sorne conditions under which pattems may exist.
However, no catalogue of possible pattems has been provided. On the other hand,
the question of how a given initial state should evolve into such a pattem has not
been addressed. We shall tum our attention to that issue presently.

u(x, t)
for sorne>. and
period

k.

,.,,

1

and O' >

eikx+>-.t ,

O, and look for solutions in the form

v(x, t)

,...,

eikx+>-.t ,

This would correspond to solutions which oscillate in space (with

>.. A quick check reveals that ,\ satisfies an equation similar to Equation (13.27) when
one replaces there

k

a a(k) (a-k2)
(a(k), bb(k))
by

is varied, the point

line consisting of points

In

Linear Theory of Pattern Formation: Turing's lnstability
1952, A. Turing published a most inftuential paper [84], in which he argued

that reaction-diffusion systems of equations could be actually used as models for

(13.28)

2/:) and decrease (or increase) exponentially in time according to the sign of
=

(a, )

and b by

b(k) (b+O'k2).
(a,b b)
b + O'(a
b

Therefore, when

moves over the plane

having a slope

O',

Assume now that we start from a value
Figure 13.2. Then, if
which

(a, b)

=
a). As
and smaller values of a.

a

located in the stability domain in

is sufficiently large, we may select values

k>O

for

O for one of the eigenvalues >.in Equation (13.28). It then tums
oscillatory spatíal mode with period 2k" will grow, and the stationary

Re>.(k)

out that the

>

O' > O

describing a straight

namely

increases, the motion proceeds toward higher values of

13.2.5

O'

e = O'

so that u = v

o
g
<O
a u-

(13.26)

(13.25)

(cf. [48]) provided that

a¡
<o

82v
av
at = cr 8x2 + u - v

in !1,

8!1.

Then it has been shown in [56] that, if

�� = e�:� + au- v ,
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such a solution, much as we have done in (13.21). However, such an approximation
is no longer valid when perturbations tend to increase, for instance when Re>. > O in
the situation considered in our former sectíon. Once a growing perturbation sets in,
there is no way of stopping it in a linear world. To account for actual rnorphogene
sis, one necessarily has to introduce saturation effects, which in mathematical terms
amounts to consider nonlinear systems. The price to be paid is that analysis becornes
more difficult, a fact that Turing was well aware of. As he explicitly mentions in [84] ,
p. 72, when dealing with nonlinear equations:

ReA<O

". . . The difficulties are, however, such that one cannot hope to have
any very embracing theory of such processes, beyond the statement of
the equations," although "it may be possible, however, to treat a few
particular cases in detail with the aid of a digital computer."

ReA>O

Figure 13.2

The dependence of eigenvalues on coefficients a and b.
state u = v = O will become unstable with respect to oscillations corresponding to
that frequency. Diffusion has therefore destabilised an initially stable homogeneous
steady state. This fact is often termed as Turing's instability. The reader is referred
to [61 ] , Chapter 5, for a discussion of the various types of instabilities that may arise
when systems of type (13.26) are considered in one or two space dimensions.

13.2.6
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Nonlinear Pattern Formation: The Activator-lnhibltor Model by
Gierer and Meinhardt.

The analysis shortly described in our previous section lies at the heart of the
considerable development of the mathematical theory of pattem formation during
the last 50 years. Indeed, it is intellectually appealing to think of biological struc
tures (for instance, the límbs of animals) as unfolding out of an almost homogeneous
embryo just under the interplay of reaction and diffusion of chemical substances.
However, formidable obstacles arise when fitting theory to experiments is attempted
(for instance, actual morphogens in animals have proved to be elusive to identifica
tion). Even from a merely theoretical point of view, serious difficulties arise at once
if linear systems as (13.26) are considered.
Certainly, when it comes to solving equations, linearity is a big bonus. Further
more, as far as we remain close enough to a given particular solution, any system can
be safely approximated by a linear one, namely that obtained by linearising around

While mathematical analysis and computing have greatly developed since Tur
ing's statement, his remarks continue to provide a sober warning to the limits of
quantitative modelling in the life sciences.
However, during the last third of the 2oth Century, analysis of nonlinear mod
els in biology has considerably developed. In this trend, a particularly influential
model was the activator-inhibitor system proposed in 1972 by Gierer and Meinhardt
(cf. f22l) to ac.count for tentacle formation in hydra. This last is a fresh water polyp
whose regenerative properties have attracted much attention over the last two cen
turies (and that incidentally is also mentioned in [84]).
The main idea in [22] consists in considering a type of pattern formation arising
from the interplay of two substances. One of them (called activator), a(x, t), is
autocatalytic, and at the same time produces an antagonist (inhibitor), h(x, t). This
last counteracts the activator a, but diffuses faster than a does into the surrounding
medium. The actual interaction between a and h is prescribed so that:
•

a local deviation from an average concentration should increase further (oth
erwise no pattern would be formed), and

•

the increase should not go to infinity, but instead the emerging pattern should
reach a stable steady state.

{

To this end, Gierer and Meinhardt proposed the following system

�:

=

Da

�:�

+

ca
2

-

µa '

(13.29)

a2h
2
ca
Vh '
= Dh
8x2 +
[22,59]), where c, µ, v, Da, and Dh are positive constants. Assume for simplícity
ah
at

(cf.
that c
µ
v
l. Then a
h
1 is an equilibrium solution of Equation (13.29).
If the inhibitor concentration is kept constantly equal to one, then a = 1 would be an
unstable solution of the first kinetic equation in Equation (13.29), that would reduce
to
=

=

=
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However, if we allow h to change, but we assume that it rapidly achieves its
equilibrium to a given activator concentration (which amounts to require Dh » Da
in Equation (13.29)), then the kinetic equation for a would be instead

a'

a2

1
;,.

a' = a(a - 1).
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•

F is a continuously differentiable function, such that F(O) = F (l) = O ,

•

F(v)>O for O<v<1, F'(O)

a>O, F'(v) <a

for

O<v<1,
(13.32)

a =l-a ,

•

for which the corresponding equilibrium a 1 is now a stable one. As stated in [59],
. . . by a convenient choice of diffusion rates we can achieve local instability with
overall stability of the system." It is to be noticed, however, that while numerical
simulations in Equation (13.29) are comparatively easy to perform (cf. for instance
[59J), the mathematical analysis of (13.29) and related systems (as for instance the
model for the unfolding of a planar vascular net proposed in [58]) is yet far from
complete in the case oftwo and three space dimensions; see for instance [78] and [2].

H(x ) is a discontinuous step function defined as follows :

H (x ) = O

"

when

x <O ,

H (x )

1

when

x

(13.33)

�O.

The goal of (49] is accurately described by the following excerpts taken from
its Introduction:
". . . The domain of densities close to one spreads out, as t increases,
from right to left, pushing back the domain of small intensities to the
left . . . . One sees that, as t --+ oo, the shape of the density curve
approaches a limiting shape . . . " (cf. Figure 13.3 below).

Solutions

13.3

Wave-Type

13.3.1

Transition from an Unstable State: The Work by Kolmogorov,

This section is devoted to the study of particular solutions of RD systems. Of
these, travelling waves (TW) are specially relevant, since they play a key role in
describing propagation phenomena. In a few words, TW are solutions which move
at constant velocity without changing shape. We begin by recalling below a classical
work which can be rightly considered as the origin of TW theory.

X
Figure 13.3

Petrovsky, and Piskunov

The evolution of the density function v(x, t) at times O= t < t1 < t2 < t3

These authors published their seminal paper [49] in 1937. Motívated by the
genetics of natural selection (as described, for instance, in reference [20] quoted
therein), they discussed a model to describe the spread of an advantageous gene. I n
this way they were led t o the following problem: to find v(x, t ) solution of

8v
fPv
=k
+ F(v)
8t
ax2

when

v(x, O)
where

oo<x<oo,
H(x),

t>O ,

" . . . The problem is to find this limit shape of the density curve and the
limiting rate of its displacement from right to left. One can show that
this last is equal to

(13.30)

(13.31)

l

with

a= F'(O)."

Note that the kinetic equation associated to (13.30), v' = F(v) , has two constant solutions, vo
O and v1
1. Of these, the first is unstable, as can be readily
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seen from the línearísed equation z' = F'(O) z. A similar argument shows

V1

=

1

.

.
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to be stable, so that the asymptotics just described above actually correspond to a

p
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p

transition from an unstable state into a stable one.
lt is remarkable that the asymptotic speed of propagation of the solution of

CD

Equations (1 3.30) and ( 1 3.3 1 ) can be computed right away from the knowledge of
the diffusion coefficient

k

and the slope

a

of function F(v) near

v

=

O. This is

rather unusual, as the results in the following sections will show. Incidentally, at this
juncture we are taking existence and uniqueness of a solution for granted. This i s
actually the case, but see the remarks o n these issues made a t the end o f this section.
The approach followed in [49] has become classical, and nowadays is routinely
(a)

implemented in many problems in applied science. For this reason, sorne of its main
To begin with, one looks for solutions of ( 1 3.30) of the TW form

( t)

v x,

= v (x

+ >..t )

=

(b)

Figure 13.4

aspects will be briefty sketched here.

v ( z ) 2: O,

(a) Local portrait of trajectories and equilibria. Point (O, O) is said to be an un
stable node, and (1, O) is a saddle point (cf. [7,12] for precise description ofthese
types ofequilibria). (b) Global analysis: the trajectory labelled as I corresponds
to a TW of(13.30) when ,\ 2: 2Jk(i,.

( 1 3 .34)

where ,\is unknown, and has to be determined in the course of the analysis. Plugging

( 1 3.34) into ( 1 3.30), we readily see that v(z) should satisfy
dv

>..-

=

2
d v

-oo< z <

k -2 +F(v),

When ..\

00.

< 2Jk(i,, trajectories emanating from (O, O)

and cannot therefore provide nonnegative solutions as required in ( 1 3.34). The fore

Moreover, since we expect v to behave as indicated in Figure 1 3.3 above, we

of them actually solving the eigenvalue problem ( 1 3.35), ( 1 3.36) for a value A ;:::: >-.0•

dz

dz

going argument yields the existence of a continuum ofTW solutions to ( 1 3.30), each

should also have that

A key issue in [49) consists of discussing which of these waves is relevant to describe
v(z) --+O

v(z) --+ 1

as

z--+-oo,

as

z

the large-time asymptotics of the problem under consideration. More precisely, the
following result is proven in (49] (see also [85]).

(13.36)

oo.

There exists a continuously differentiable function e (t) such that

Together, ( 1 3.35) and (13.36) constitute a nonlinear eigenvalue problem, which
has to be simultaneously solved for v and ..\. It was shown in [49] that this problem
has a solution, unique up to translations, whenever)..

2: Ao

=

2Jk(i,. This was done

f( t)

by rewriting ( 1 3.35) as a system

(

{ :�

dp

dz

.\p- F(v)

2 Jk(i,

e(t), t) -t

t --+

as

Vo(x )

oo,

t

as

-t

and

( 1 3.38)

00,

a technical nuisance. For instancc, it is known that

First, one looks for constant solutions of Equation ( 1 3.37). These are (v, p

v(x

(O, O)

= (1, O). After that, one linearises around them, similarly to what we

2.,/iW,, these are as depicted in parta)

. Kt

of Figure 13.4. Having done this, the authors undertook a global analysis, eventually

showing that there is a trajectory (v, p) connecting both equilibria, see part b) in
Figure 1 3.4. Such trajectory corresponds to the sought-for travelling wave, when
this last is written in terms of the ( v, p) coordinates.

lim

'

.

.

.

-t O

X--+-oo

eª""u(x, O) =

as

b =/=O for sorne

then the velocity of that wave must be .\ =

.
.
"

2t,t)

t

--too.

Furthermore, if u(x, t) is a solution of (13.30) such that O < u < l and we
assume that u(x, t) converges to sorne travelling wave as t --too, and if in addition

)

did for Equation (1 3.20) in our previous section, to describe the local behaviour of

)

=

indeterminacy," as is often termed, is a property of the model ( l 3.30), and not merely

= ' k

solutíons close to these equilibria. When .\ 2:

>.o

where Vo is the solution of Equations (13.35) and ( 13.36) corresponding to >.
.\o. Note however that �(t) remains undetermined in ( 1 3.38). Actually, this "phase

( 1 3.37)

Then what is now considered as a standard phase-space analysis was perfonned.

(v, p

--+

v x-

p

and

spiral around that point,

( 1 3.35)

a

with

O <

a

< 1 ,

(o:+ �)Ka (cf. [53] for details on these

results). Concerning our problem ( 1 3.30), ( 1 3.31 ), although it can be said that the x-
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profile of v(x, t) approaches that of v0 (cf. ( 1 3 .38)), the delicate nature of the results
discussed in [53] call attention to possible inaccuracies in any numerical procedure
which fail to properly account for the decay of initial values for large lx I
We conclude this section by remarking on the way existence and uniqueness
were obtained in [49]. Uniqueness is derived by application of the so-called maxi
mum principie (cf. [2 1]). Roughly speaking, one assumes the existence of at least
two different solutions v1 and v2, and considers the equation satisfied by a suitable
auxiliary function related to v1 - v2. Then a contradiction is achieved by examining
the sign of the various terms in that equation at the possible local extrema of v1 - v2.
The existence proof will be briefty sketched below, since it is of a constructive
nature, and therefore provides a procedure to approximate the actual solutions. To
begin with, let v0 ( x, t) be the solution of

13.3.2
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Bistable Media

·

{ ��

=k

�:� '

-00 < X < 00, t

> o'

( 1 3.39)

v(x, O) = H (x) .
Actually, the argument in [49] is carried out for more general initial values than
that in Equation ( 1 3.39), but consideration of this case is enough for the discussion
that follows. A direct check shows that the function

In mathematical terms, bistable media are represented by a scalar, semilinear
diffusion equation that has two steady states which are stable under sufficiently small
perturbations, and an unstable state between them. An important feature of these
media is that a sufficiently strong perturbation may induce a transition between the
two stable equilibria. The corresponding solutions are called fronts or trigger waves
(cf. for instance [ 1 7 ,61 ]), and will be shortly discussed below. The simplest reaction
diffusion equation of bistable type can be written as follows
-oo

=

v0 (x,t)

is such that v1 (x, O)=

+

H (x)

1 dr¡ Joo
t

1

2v�
7rk o

e- 4k(t-r¡)

..;t=rJ F ( vo ( �,r¡) ) d� ,

u(O

r¡

and

82v1
8v1
+ F (vo (x,t)) ,
k
=
8t
ax2

-OO

A sequence of functions {Vi ( x, t)} with i �
of the rule

Vi+i(x,t) = vo (x,t)+

1

t

� o
2v7rk

< X < 00, t > Ü .

1 can be now constructed by means

1 dr¡ loo

-oo

�

e - 4k(t-r¡)

.¡t=r¡ F (vi( �,r¡ ) ) d� ,
T/

and one readily sees that vi+ 1 solves

{ ª�;1

=k

8

���1 + F (vi(x,t)) ,

Vi+ I (x, O)= H(x) .

-OO

< X < 00, t

> Ü,

---+

u3

when

�

---+ - oo,

- oo < � < 00'

( 1 3 .42)

( 1 3.40)

u(O

---+

u1

when

�

---+ oo

. ( 1 3 .43)

A major difference with the case considered in the previous section is that in
general there is no more than one wave speed e for which the eigenvalue problem
( 1 3 .42) and ( 1 3 .43) can be solved, uniquely up to translations. Such a solution corre
sponds to a trajectory in the phase space associated to ( 1 3 .42) joining the two saddle
points (u1, O) and (U3, 0). In most cases, the actual value of e can only be com
puted numerically, again in sharp contrast with the KPP model discussed before. An
important exception is provided by the following example

8u
8t

82u
8x2

-= - + u(l - u)(u - a)
In this case, the function

The argument then concludes by showing that {Vi(x, t)} converges, as i -----t
towards a continuous function v(x, t), in such a manner that passing to the limit
in Equation (13.40) is allowed, so that v (x, t) turns out to solve (13.30) and (13.31 ).
oo,

( 1 3.41)

and

�

-oo

> Ü,

where D > O, and f(u) i s a continuously differentiable function as depicted in
Figure 1 3.5 below. Notice that such function f(u) has two stable equilibria at u=
u1 , U3, and an unstable one (u = u2), as can be readily seen from the sign of f' (u) at
each of these points. A front ( or trigger wave) corresponding to the transition from
the state u1 to the state u3, and moving with velocity e (say, positive) is a function
u(x, t) (if any) of the form u(x, t) = u(x - et) =u(�) which solves ( 1 3.4 1 ), so that

Du" +cu'+ f(u) = O ,

V1 (x, t) = Vo (X, t) + vi (x, t)

< X < 00, t

__s._)-1

v(O = 1 + ev'2

(

with

O < a < l.

�=x-ct,

( 1 3.44)

( 1 3.45)

is a travelling wave with speed
(13.46)
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Suppose now that we consider solutions initially close to the wave if>, i.e., such

...

¡1

that

u (x, t)

=

<I>(€) + z(�, t)

with

O < !zl « <I>

,

at sorne initial time. Then, on expanding

f(<I> + z)

=

f(<I>) + f (<I>)z + ... ,

we see that to the lowest order, the perturbed function z(e, t) should satisfy

8z
ot

u

with

A(z)

=

A(z)'

as in (13.48). Since this operator has a zero eigenvalue, waves are deter

mined up to translations (as it has already been mentioned), and a natural definition
of stability would be this:
i!i(e) is stable if, whenever z(�, t) is initially small,

Figure 13.5
A

function f (u) characterising a bistable medium.

Notice that the sign of

e coincides with that of ( �

(<I>(�) + z (e, t)) --+ <I> (e + h)

a). Actually, in the general

case (13.42) that sign is a feature of the wave motion that can be easily determined
from the very beginning. Indeed, on assuming further that

u 1 ( �)

--t

O

as

�

--t

± oo (a fact that can be checked a posteriori, and that ( l 3.45) certainly satisfies), we

may multiply both sides of (13.42) by

u ' (O

and then integrate frorn

-oo

lo oo to

as

t --+

(X), for sorne finite constant

The stability of fronts solving Equations (13.42) and (13.43) was established by
.
Flfe and McLeod in two inftuential papers (cf. [18,19]). Consider for instance the
case when f(u) is as in Figure 13.5 with u1 =

O and u3

l. It is then known that

such an equation has a unique (up to translations) monotone travelling front of the
form

U(x-et) (see for instance [44]).
O ::; 'P( x) ::; 1, and

Suppose now that a continuous function ¡p(x)

is given, such that

eventually obtain

lim

x--+oo

(13.47)

'f?(X)

> U2 ,'

lim

x--+-oo

ip(x)

< u2.

Then a result in [18] ensures that there exists a finite value
so that sgn(c)

=

sgn

J:3 f(s) ds, and fronts move either way (or remain stationary)

according to the actual shape of

f(u) in Figure 13.5.

In the general case, besides proving the existence of travelling waves for Equa

tion (13.41), the question naturally arises of ascertaining to what extent such waves,

whenever they exist, are relevant for the dynamics of the corresponding equations.
More precisely, we may wonder whether fronts are stable, or if they are the only
possible propagation patterns in such media, what happens when two such waves
collide, and so on. Also, we may be interested in discussing wave propagation for
these types of equations in higher space dimensions. This last question will be ad
dressed later on (cf. section

13.3.4). Here we shall briefty consider the question of

stability.
Consider again Equation (13.41 ), and Jet <P ( x

et)

if>(Ü be a travelling wave
of that equation, so that i!i(�) solves (13.42). Then, on settíng w = il>'(�), w in turn
satisfies

A(w)

Dw11

+

e w1

+

f'(<P)w =O .

(13.48)

h.

solutíon of (13.41) over the whole line with initial value

U(x

-

et

-

xo )

exponentially in time, and uniformly on

ip (x)

x0

such that the

approaches toward

x.

There are situations in which the solution of the initial value problem (13.41)
will develop into a pair of fronts moving in opposite directions. For instance, let
f(u) be as before, and suppose also that
continuous functíon such that O S
lim

lxl--+oo

ip(x)

J; f(s) ds > O. Assume now that ip(x) is a

<p( x) S

1 and

<u2,

where r¡ and L are sorne positive numbe:s. Then, as proven in [18], if Lis sufficiently
.
large (dependrng on r¡ and j), there ex1st constants x0, x1, K, and w (the last two
positive) such that the solution

·u ( x, t)

of (13.41) with inítial value <p ( x) satisfies

lu(x, t) U(x - et xo )I < Ke-w t
l u ( x, t) U( -x - et xi )I < Ke -wt
-

when
when

x

<O,

x >O ,
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where U(x - et) i s as in our previous case.
Front waves are known to be the only possible nontrivial patterns of ( 1 3.41 )
(cf. [ 1 7,6 1 ] ). From a biological point of view, bistable media are far from satisfac
tory for many modelling purposes. In particular, a wave propagating in suc� mediu1?
will leave any point forever excited after reaching it. We shall next see wh1ch mod1fications are to be introduced in this model to dispense with this unwanted feature.

13.3.3

Excitable Systems: Pulses

In rather informal terms, an excitable systcm can be described by:
•

having one stable equilibrium, so that any small enough perturbation around it
rapidly decays towards that point, and

•

possessing such kinetic terms so as to ensure that any sufficiently large pertur
bation around the stable equilibrium undergoes a prolonged excursion before
eventually returning to it.

8t
8z

82 v
f) 2
x
cv

+

z + f (v) , with f(v)

,

with

>

e

=

v(l - v)(v

a) and O < a < 1( 1 3.49)

O.

( 1 3.50)

In the seque) we shall closely follow the arguments in [ 1 0], and look for solu
tions of Equations ( 1 3 .49) and ( 1 3.50) of the form

v(x, t)

v(x + 8t) ,

On settíng e

X

+

z(x, t)

=

z(x + 8t)

for sorne

8

>

O.

( 1 3 .5 1 )

=

( 1 3 .54)
Indeed, introducing a small parameter allow s us
to make use of singular pertur
bation techniques, a most powerful tool in analysis
(see for instance [4] for a detailed
account). From now on, we assume that ( 1 3 .54) holds,
and proceed to describe how
a first approximation to a pulse of ( 1 3 .49), ( 1 3 . 50)
can be obtain ed. What we want
is to obtain a solution of the form ( 1 3 .5 1 ), such
that the v-component behaves as
indicated in the Figure 1 3 .6.

V

V

d2 v

dv

O
dE2 - e d{ f(v) - z = ,
dz
{)
EV .
d{
=

®' ®
(a)

( 1 3 .5 2)
( 1 3 .53 )

(b)

Figure 1 3.6

(a) The v-component of a pulse solution
of (13.49),
gions in the graph of v are denoted as 1, 11,
111, and

(13.50). Various relevant re
IV. (b} The detailed structure

of the pulse as described in the text.

We now make precise sorne assumptions on the form of the sought-for pulse.
To begin with, we assume O > O to be of order one, and expect z (e) to decay to zero
as { --+ oo Setting e
O, we may discard the right-hand side in ( 1 3.53) to obtain
-

Ot, we readily see that such solutions should satisfy
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Equations ( 1 3.52) and ( 1 3.53) can be transformed
into a system of three au
tonomous, first-order differential equations by
writing �e
h. Hence, the cor
responding phase space of variables ( v, h, z) is
al so three-dimensional and its phase
portrait (i.e., the plotting of its trajectories) is more
involved than the two-dimensional
cases considered in our previous sections. Howe
ver, the analysis of ( 1 3 .52) and
( 1 3 .53) greatly simplifies if we assume

In a simple case, an excitable system can be obtained from two coupled equa
tions, corresponding respectively to a bistable medium and a restoring mechanism.
As we shall presently see, besides fronts, such systems admit a different type of trav
elling waves named pulses. These are characterised by the fact that they approach
toward the same resting state, both ahead and behind the moving perturbation.
One of the most relevant examples of excitable systems is provided by the
FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN) equations. These were derived as a model simpler than,
but qualítatively similar to, the celebrated Hodgkin-Huxley equations for excitation
and conduction in nerve (cf. [39] and also [ 1 5]). A particular example of the (FHN)
equations is the following
av

WAVE-TYPE SOLUTIONS

.

dz
d{

=

O,

This gives at once z ({)

fJv
8t

z ( {)

--+

O

as

{

-+ -oo .

O, which upon substitution in ( 1 3.49) yields

éJ2v
+ v(l
fJx2

v) (v - a) .
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Solving this equation wíth the condition

v (,;)

--+ O as

e

--+

the analogue of ( 1 3 .45), viz.

f) = fJo = V2

- oo ,

( � a) '
-

we obtain

v0 (e) and uo (11) still does not províde a uniformly valid repre
sentation for the pulse. To this end, we need to introduce a further layer, where a

patching together

downjump wi ll occur. Suppose that this will happen near a value
( 1 3 .55)

z

Upon replacing

v (r)

by

v0 (r)

= 0E:

_ 00

¡�

c:p == 11
Then, on setting

, u(ry, E:) = v(E , c ) , y ( 17, E:)

z

E

becomes of order one

E:

d772

-

d} -

d77

()

z (E , E: ) .

( 1 3 .56)

o,

+ f ( u) - y

dy
dry

( 1 3 .57)

[�

u0 =

o

- a log

( 1 3. 60)

'Uo

as a multivalued

) to denote the point where f (u) achieves

uo (r¡) as the solution of
u0 ;::: Umax· This function will describe (to the lowest
in terms of v in Region II (cf. Figure 1 3.6). To allow for matching

( 1 3.60) in the branch where

wíth Region I, we also require

0 uo (r¡)

lim

r¡ --+

,

( 13.61)

and

p -t - 00
p -t oo ,

as

as

V are not determined yet.

'

( 1 3 .62)

Note that the speed of the down

jump has been already fixed, and is equal to 00, the corresponding value at the up

vo (oo)

terms of v0 , this solution is

_

Vo ( p) =

1 ,

Yo( O) = O .

From ( 1 3.60) we deduc e that u0 (r¡) decreases as r¡ increases, but is bounded
from below by a positive constant in the branch under consideration. Therefore,

U

V2h = u - v ,
with

!uol + e ,

O. Notice that ( 1 3 .60) defines
Umax

]

( 1 3 .59)

its mínimum (resp. its maximum) in [O, l], and let us select
order) our pulse

uo(7Jd)

where

O, we obtain

Bo [ f'�:ºl ] du , whence

= Bo - u6 + 2 ( 1 + a) uo

function of 17. Let us write Umin (resp.

where U

( 1 3.58)

= 'U .

which u pon substitution in ( l 3 .58) gives d17

besides the trivial solution

f (vo) + Ko

jump. It is a most remarkable fact that, as shown in [ 1 0] , this nonlinear eigenvalue

f (uo) = Yo ,

17

-

problem has a unique solution only for a particular value of K0 • More precísely, in

()0 (cf. ( 1 3 .55)) and e

On sening above ()

Bowo

vo (p) -t u
vo (P) --+ V

= O(�). This suggests

Equations ( 1 3.5 2) and ( 1 3.53) then transform into

du

vo (P, é ) = uo ( 1J, E:) .

7Jd ,

together with boundary conditions

there, we readily check that

d2u

-

dwo
dp

introducing new variables to analyse Region II in Figure l 3 .6a as follows

2

at which

w0, we arrive at

4fj-

v (r) dr .

(and therefore cannot be neglected in ( 1 3.53)) at distances

7J =

T/d,

given by

as

z (E)

r¡

will achieve a (unknown as yet) value K0 > O. We then introduce new variables

which accounts for the profile of v in Region I in Figure 1 3.6a. Note that vo (E) --+

1
E --+ oo, so that vo (E) actually represents a front instead of a pulse. However,
v0 (E) is easily seen not to provide a uniformly valid approximation for large values
of E. Indeed, from ( 1 3 .53) we see that the exact expression for z (E) is
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finf

-

-

2+2a
3

,

�

h

Ue- P

l+

V=

-

+V

,

( 1 3.63)

and

Ko = - 2 f;nf

value of f at its inflection point, that i s

Íinf =

(1 + a) (2 - a) (2a - 1)

,
( 1 3 .64)

.

-

Incidentally, this result i s obtained by looking for solutions of Equations ( 1 3.61 )

w(V) i s a polynomial: w(v)
.\(v V) (U v) for sorne ;\,
V, U are the ex:=eme roots of f (1! ) + K O. Since 80 > O, O < a < �, and
K0 > O, by ( 1 3 .64), V < O, and to complete the pi�ure a further piece is needed,
namely an outer solution which increases from v = V at 1J
'TJd to v = O as r¡ -t
oo . This solution is provided by u0, where this time the branch where u < O has to
and ( 1 3 .62) such that

where

be selected. To deal with the corresponding region, it is also convenient to introduce
a new variable by setting X

cp. In this way the leading approximation to the v

component of the pulse has been sketched. Higher-order approximations (involving
powers of e in the corrective terms derived) can then be obtained by perturbative
analysis, as is done in [ JO].
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where D > O, and A, w are given functions of A = ( u2 + v2) � . The
system of
equation ( 13.66) is generally referred to as a >. - w system. A key assumpt
ion to be
made in ( 1 3.66) is the following:

Conceming the procedure thus sketched, sorne remarks are in order. First,
Equation (13.57) can be shown to admit also solutions for which
(} =

0(/6) '

( 1 3.65)

(see [ 1 0) , Section 4). Therefore, for given values of a and €, two pulse solutions
are possible: a fast one (wíth (}
0(1)) and a slow one (satisfying ( 13.65)). As
the authors of [ 1 O ] observed, ". . . it is believed that the larger value of f:J corresponds
to a stable solution, and the smaller value to an unstable one." As a matter of fact,
the stabilíty of fast pulses was later proven in [43]. A second important remark is
that pulses are not the only new kind of pattems arising in ( 1 3 .49), ( 1 3 .50). Por
instance, períodic wavetrains can be constructed by methods closely related with
those described above. We shall not pursue this matter any further here, and refer
instead to [ 1 O] and [25] for details.
Let us summarise a bit. We have just recalled how pulses can be constructed for
the FHN model ( 1 3.49), ( 1 3 .50) under two key hypotheses: the precise form of f (u)
in ( 1 3.49) and the small parameter assumption ( 1 3.54). This last can be dispensed
with (i.e., e can be takcn to be of order one) if, instead of selecting f (u) as in ( 1 3.49),
we make the explicit choice

f (u) = H (u - a) - u

for sorne a > O, >.(A) is a continuous, decreasing, and positive function
in an interval [O, a), and ,\(a) = o.

u + iv ,

( 1 3.68)

= (>. + zw)w + Dtc... w .

( 1 3.69)

w
in which case ( 1 3.66) reduces to
ow

.

It is then natural to look for solutions of the form

with

( 1 3.70)
where A is an amplitude variable, and </> is the corresponding phase. Plugging ( 1 3.
70)
into ( 1 3.69), one readily sees that A. and </J should satisfy

{ �:

= A ,\ (A)

o<j;

In our previous sections we have been concemed with waves propagating in
one-dimensional media. We shall consider now sorne particularly relevant struc
tures appearing in higher-dimensional situations. For instance, rotating spirals and
concentric circular waves (called targets) are observed in various chemical and bio
logical settings (see for instance [61 ,63]). We shall define below in a precise manner
such types of solutions, describe sorne reaction-diffusion systems where they appear,
and remark on the relevance of these systems from a modellíng point of view.
Let us discuss spiral waves first. To this end, consider the following system in
two space dímensions
ou

at

-

8v
8t

=

- =

D6u + A(A)u - w(A)v

D A I V'1,f>l2 + D6A ,
( 1 3. 7 1 )

2D

ot = w(A) + A (\i'A · V'<J¡) + D6<f; .

Excitable Systems: Targets and Spirals

{

( 1 3.67)

Condition ( 1 3.67) ensures that the kinetic system associated to ( 1 3.66) has a
stable limit cycle, which corresponds in phase space to a monoparametric family of
periodic solutions differing from each other only in a phase shift. Such a limit cycle
has amplitude a and frequency w (a). It is often convenient to rewrite ( 1 3.66) in a
more compact manner by setting

where H (s) is the step function defined in ( 1 3.33). The corresponding study can be
found in [76).
To conclude this section, we point out that we have merely scratched at the
surface of a large body of results available for pulse propagation in excitable systems.
We just refer here to [77] and [45] for further glimpses at the corresponding theory.

13.3.4
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,

( 1 3.66)

Dí:::,v + w(A)u + A(A.)v ,

An m-armed spiral wave o f ( 1 3.69) is defined a s a solution o f th e form ( 1 3.70),
where

A = A(r) ,

'

</> = ru + mf:J + ?f!(r) '

( 1 3.72)
and (r, O) denote polar coordinates in R.2 , A (r), 'lj;(r) (respectively O) are functions
(resp. a constant) to be determined, and m :;:::: 1 is a positive integer.
In view of ( 1 3.7 1 ), the corresponding equations for amplítude and phase read
then

{

D(A" + �' ) + A >.(A) - D (.P')' -

(

'
D 1,1/' + ( � + 2�

(

= O ,

( 1 3.73)

)1/1')

n

- w(A) .

System ( 1 3.73) has to be supplemented with suitable boundary conditions
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(x1 , x2 ) = (µ µo) � (x1 , x 2 ), ai and l'i are suitable constants, and
(¡.t-µo)t. Then the overall amplitude and phase .4 (Ai + A�) � and <f¡ are

where i

t/J' (O)

A(O)

=

A(r)-+ A(oo )

O,

as

r-+ oo .

( 1 3 .74)

Notice that from thís and ( 1 3.73) one readily sees that
1

' ' (oo)
i/J

=

( >..(�oo))

2

'

n

=

w(Acxi) ,

( 1 3 .75)

which in particular shows that the amplitude at infinity determines the frequency n.
From now on, we shall set D = 1 for simplicity. lt has been shown in [ 1 3 ] that,
1, there exists a solution of ( 1 3.73), ( 1 3.74) provided that in addition to
when m
( 1 3.67) the following hypothesis is made:

w

=

w(A)

ís continuous in

lw(a)

[O, a] ,

and there exist € 2::

w(A) I ::; e:(a -A)l +µ

when

O and µ > O such that

O�A� a.

( 1 3.76)

More precisely, the exístence proof provided in [ 1 3] (whích consists in a topo
logical fixed point argument) yields the existence of a logarithmic spiral wave, i.e., a
function w = n+ iv such that

{u=
v

where

e

1
2

a

=

A(oo) cos nt+ ()+ c log r ,

( 1 3.77)

A(oo) sin nt + (}+ c log r ,

¡(X) sA2 (s) (w(A)
o

w(A(s))) ds .

Before a discussion on extensions and improvements of this early result, we
remark on the strueture requirements made in ( 1 3 .66) and ( 1 3.67). In this respect,
it should be noticed that a large class of RD systems can be approximated, in sorne
asymptotic limit, by means of >.. - w equations (cf. for instance [ 1 3] and [27]). More
precisely, Iet us follow [27) and consider the system

( 1 3 .78)

T
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=

shown to evolve according to the equations

(�)

=

(c�sz sin z) (
smz cosz

{

l'lA - AIV</>1 2
AL'l<f¡ + 2\7A . \7ef>

) (
+

A ( l - A2 )

)

qA3

( 1 3.79)
where q and z are certain constants determined from the original system ( 1 3 .78). In
O, and the following ).. - w system is obtained
particular, when D 1 = D 2 , then z

aA
[)T

A

=

8'

0;

L> A
=

AI V'ef!I 2 + A(l - A2 ) '

Al>q) + 2\7A . V</>+ qA3 .

( 1 3.80)

However, since w (A) = qA2 in ( 1 3 .80), condition ( 1 3 .76) is not fulfilled,
and further analysis is required to ensure the existence of spiral waves in this case.
In [27], a variety of arguments (analytical and numerical) have been presented to ob
tain the existence of Archimedean spiral waves of ( 1 3.80) (these satisfy 1./;(r) ,..,., kr
as r -+ oo in ( 1 3 .72)) for ali values of q. More precisely, existence is proven for
q = O, which is the startpoint to deal with the case O < lql « 1 vía perturbation
theory. Spiral waves are also obtained for Jql » 1, and then a numerical continu
ation argument is produced to derive the existence of spiral waves for intermediate
values of q . The question of the stability of spirals is also addressed, and the author
O, one-armed spirals are stable, while multi-armed ones
concludes that when q
are not. It is also remarked therein that perturbative arguments strongly suggest that
one-armed spirals continue to be stable for small values of ¡q¡.
The results just recalled above belong to what could b e called early spiral wave
theory for excitable systems. This last has greatly developed ever since, and a wealth
of analytical and numerical results are now available for a number of model RD
systems. We refer to [25,46,6 1 ,63,9 1 ,92) for further material on that topic.
B efore shifting arguments, a further remark is in order. If we change variables
Aei'/l (cf. ( 1 3.70)), we obtain the so-called Ginzburg
in ( 1 3.79) by setting W
Landau (GL) equation
=

where µ represents sorne nondimensional parameter, and suppose that at sorne crit
µ0 the diffusionless (kinetic) equations, obtained by setting D 1 =
ica! value µ
D2 = O above, are such that a bifurcation from a stable state ( A?, Ag) to a stable
limit cycle occurs (in mathematical terms this is called a Hopf bifurcation). Then,
arguing as in [27], Appendix A, we assume O < µ-µo « 1, and look for solutions
of the form
=

Ai ,...., A?+ (µ

µo ) � A(T, x ) ai

cos

(wt+ l'i + <l>(T, x ) ) ,

í

=

1, 2

aw

= aW-f3 1 W l2 W

+

dl> W ,

( 1 3.8 1 )

where a, {3, and d are sorne complex coefficients that can be determined from the
original system ( 1 3. 78). This is a particular example of the so-called amplitude equa
tions, that have been extensively used in the physical literature to describe pattern
formation resulting from a Hopf's bifurcation in an underlying kinetic system. We
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We are interested in bounded solutions of ( 1 3. 87). To obtain them, a suitable or
thogonality condition has to be imposed concerning the right-hand side there. More
precisely, by ( 1 3.84) and ( 1 3.86), we know that the equation

shall not pursue this matter any further here, but refer instead to [5 1 ] and [ 1 6] for
additional information.
We next tum our attention to target patterns. These may be thought of as a
travelling wave train of concentric circles propagating from a centre, wh�c? is often
referred to as a pacemaker. We shall describe below a way of charactensmg target
pattern s in RD systems, and from that we will derive sorne information about media
where such a type of wave propagation is sustained.
Specifically, following [26] we consider a system given in vector form by

8u
Bt

- FA (B(t + 1f;))u

O,

( 1 3.88)

B ' (t + 'I/;). Since we are requiring ( 1 3 . 86) to be a
has a periodic solution u
stable solution of ( 1 3.84), we need to ímpose that all solutions of ( 1 3.88) which are
linearly independent of B' ( t + 1/J) should decay exponentially in time. Under thesc
assumptions, there is a unique row vector zT(t + 1/J) which is periodic with period
P, and is such that, for all t
=

8A
( 1 3 .82)
- = F (A) + E.D/:::,.A + E.g(x, A) ,
8t
(A1 , A2 ), D > O, O < E « 1, and g (x, A) is a bounded function of its
where A
arguments. On the kinetic term F (A) we assume conditions so as to ensure that the
=

autonomous system
Then a solution of ( 1 3.87) is bounded in time if and only if

A' = F (A) ,

¡P zTG(?jJ, x, s) ds

B (t + P) for sorne P > O. Thus ( 1 3. 82)
has a stable time-periodic solution B (t)
can be thought of as an example of an RD system where diffusion is small, and small
also is the effect of localised impurities, represented by the last term on the right
of ( 1 3 .82). We now introduce a slow-time scale T given by T = E.t, and look for
solutions of ( 1 3.82) of the form
=

=O,

( 1 3 .89)

an orthogonality condition. Incidentally, this is precisely the argument that eventu
ally yields Equations ( 1 3 . 79) or ( 1 3 . 8 1 ), except that one has to go up to higher-order
terms i n the corresponding expansion to be analysed in such case (cf. [27] and [5 1 ]
for details).
From ( 1 3.89), using periodicity we eventually obtain that '!/; should satisfy

( 1 3 .83)
requiring A 1 , A2 , . . to be bounded i n time. On substituting ( 1 3.83) into ( 1 3.82) we
0
obtain that A , A 1 should satisfy

( 13 .90)

.

( 1 3.84)

F (Aº) ,
()Al
- F A (Aº )A 1
8t

oAº

where

+ D L\Aº + g (x, Aº ) ,

( 1 3. 85)

B (t + i/J(T, x) ) ,

- F ·4 ( B )A 1

- B'

��

+

D ( B' L\t/J + B " J V't/JJ 2 ) + g(x, B )

j; J: zT(s) DB' (s) ds ,

is ¡; zT(s) DB11 (s) ds ,

{ 1 3. 9 1 )

j, f0P zT (s)g(x, B (s)) ds .

Summing all these results up, we have obtained that
( 1 3. 86)

3 .85) and ( 1 3 .86)
where the phase variable 'l/; (T, x) is to be determined yet. From ( 1
1
it follows that A has to solve

8A 1
8t

r

a (x)

where F A (Aº) denotes the j acobian matrix of F (A) particularised at A
Solving ( 1 3.84) gives

Aº

D1

G( t/J, x, t)

.

(13.87)

A(t, x) = B (t + 'ljJ (t, x)) + O(e)

.

( 1 3 .92)

Equations ( 13 .90) to ( 1 3 .92) can be thought of as providing a description of a
distributed medium consisting in a large population of individual oscillators which
are weakly coupled by diffusion, the effect of which consísts in introducing a phase
shift between different points. In particular, Equation (13.90) provides a law for
the evolution in time of that shift. The reader is referred to [51,6�8,82] for the
derivation of phase equations under different assumptíons, as well as for discussing
the phenomenon of synchronisation of coupled oscillators.
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Having derived ( 1 3 .90) to (13.92), we are now in a position to discuss the exis
tence of target patterns for (13.82). A first remarkable fact is that for bounded initial
conditions, targets can only exist if g(x, A) f:: O. lndeed, assume on the contrary
that g(x, A )
O. Then, by ( 1 3 .91 ), o:(x )
O. On setting

z

. the z�ro-order H
w he�e H(ol ) is
�nkel function (see [ I ] for definitions and properties
.
of th1s spec1al funct1on). Summmg up, it follows that the
solutions of ( 1 3.90) can be
represented by means of ( 1 3 .93), where

( 1 3 .9 1 ) reduces to

m

( 1 3 .94)

oT

1

1
r log (4IrD i T) - {

IR 2

exp

{

lx - Y l2
4D 1 T

f'l/1(0, y)

-

}

•

In particular, if 1,0 (0, x) is bounded, 1,b (T, x) converges to a constant as T ---tand asymptotically the medium oscillates with uniform phase shift. When 'lji(O , x )
is unbounded, however, target pattems can be produced (see for instance ( 1 3.34)
in (261).
Consider now the case when impurities are present, i.e., g(x, A ) f:: O, when
a f:: O in ( 1 3 .91). Using ( 1 3 .93), we obtain this time

az
oT

= D 1 f\ Z + fa(x) Z .

( 1 3.99)

and

dY .

oo,

( 1 3.95)

m

Z (T, x) = .B1 ew1 T<f> 1 (x) + ¡= /Jj e"'íT .pj (x) + H (T , x)
- L 'YJ (T) .Pj (x) + v(T, x ) ,
J =2
j� l

Therefore the initial value problem for Equation ( 1 3.82) can be explicitly solved
(cf. formula ( 1 3.5)) to give

.t,(T,
x)
y

40 1

( 1 3 .98)

( 1 3 .93)

az
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•

:r

•

·

•

H (T, x) is the solution of (13.94 ), H (O, x) = ex (I''l;b(O, x )
),
p

( JR 2 <I>] (x) dx) - 1 JR2 4.>J (x) exp (I''l/1(0, x ) ) dx ,
UIR2 4.>j ( x ) dx) - 1 .f1R 2 ifiJ (x) H(T, x) dx when 1 ::; j _:; m , and
'Yj (T)
,BJ

v(T, x) is the contribution arising form the continuum spectrum.

( 1 3 . 1 00)
C�mbersome as they ma� appear, these formulae allow for derivin
g relevant info�mat10n about the asymptotlcs of il! (T, x) . For instance, arguing
as in [26] (where
.
smta� le e�timates ?n v(T, x) are obtained, and the asymptotic
behaviour of eigen
functlons is used), Jt may be shown that in the region where

To solve ( 1 3.95), we now separate variables by setting

Z (T, x ) = ewT<I> (x) ,

<I>(x) bounded in JR2

•

m

· · ·

·

• ·

· · ·

and

T

»

1,

with

k1

=

( ;: )

!

(13.lOl)

such a reg1on

( 1 3 .97)

To proceed further, we need to introduce additional assumptions on a(x). B a
sically, we want to solve (13.97) explicitly, and to this end we need a(x) to be
a smooth, rapidly decaying function, so that classical spectral theory could be in
voked. Assume for instance that a (x ) is smooth and compactly supported in a
ball BR(x0) = {x : l x
xo l <:;: R} for sorne xo E
and R > O, and that
a(x) dx > O . lt is then known (cf. for instance [41 ,79]) that (13.97) has a fi
nite number m 2: 1 of real eigenfunctions <1>1 ( x) ,
, il> m ( x), which correspond to
eigenvalues w 1 ,
, Wm such that w1 > wz 2: W3 2:
2: Wm > O. Moreover
4>1 (x) does not change sign. Besides that, there exists a two-dimensional contin
D1 lkl 2 ) and are
uum of eigenfunctions il> (k, x ) . These correspond to eigenvalues
given as the solutions of

JIR2

« 1

�he function !f (T, x) provides the largest contribution i n (13.99). One then has that,

thus obtaining the following cigcnvalue problcm: to find <I> and w such that

D 1 l\iP + fa(x)4.> = w<I> ,

ew i T- ki

( 1 3 .96)

A (T, x) ,...,

B

t

+

( �)

Iog H (T, x ) ,

and since H (T, x) converges to a constant for large T, it turns out that whenever
( 1 3 . 1 O 1 ) holds the system eventually approaches toward a spatially constant solution.
On the other hand, in the region where
lx-xoJ

»

1'

T

»

1'
( 1 3 . 1 02)
it is the first term in the right of ( 1 3.99) which prevails, and one then has that
A(t , x)

=

B

(( 1

+

éW

1

1

1

+ r log if> 1 (x) + f log b1

)

+

O(t:) .

( 1 3 . 1 03 )
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�1 ( x)

�

C1 (k1 r) - ! e -ki r

for some

C

>

1,

and k1 r » 1 with r = lxl, ( 1 3. 103) yields a target pattem wave (up to corrections
of order O(t:)) which is outgoing for r > O and ingoing when r < O. Notice that
the initial value �(O, x) enters ( 1 3. 1 03) only via the phase shift � log bi .
We conclude by observing that it is possible to perform a similar analysis for
impurities a ( x) located around two different points x0 and X1 . Then the precise
form of a: (x ) determines the eigenvalues around xo and x1 . In particular, it can be
shown that, out of the two emanating targets, it is that having largest first eigenvalues
wlí (i
O, 1) which eventually takes over. See [26] for details.

1 3.4

Models of Chemotaxis

In this section we shall deal with sorne RD systerns that have been used to rnodel
an irnportant biological activity, namely chernotaxis. By this we refer in general to
motion induced by chernical substances, a widely accepted frarnework to describe
the ability of single cells or rnicro-organisrns to sense the direction of externa! chern
ical sources, and to rnigrate towards (or away from) these. Chemotaxis is known to
occur in a variety of situations, as for instance during the development of the ner
vous system, in inflammatory and wound healing responses, and in turnour growth
and metastasis, among others. lt also plays an important role in the social life of
micro-organisms, a subject that will be examined in sorne detail below. In the fol
lowing, we shall briefly describe sorne instances where chemotaxís is a key factor,
and will examine sorne of the mathematical models that have been proposed to pro
vide quantitative and qualitative insight on particular aspects on this phenomenon.

13.4.1

.>w

·''
··

Since

'
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hypothesis (cf. [74]), according to which growth eones should be "excitable by sub
stances secreted by sorne nervous cells," their motion being guided to their eventual
targets by "chemical streams." Experimental verification of this conjecture had to
wait for a long time; see [83] and (80J for surveys of the aspects involved.
Much is already known about the rnanner in which neuron navigation occurs.
For instance, as explained in [83], axon trajectories appear to be broken into short
segments. In this way, reaching a distant target is split into many simpler (and
shorter) steps, which all together allow axons to move over comparatively Iarge dis
tances (usually on the order of centimetres, that is, over a thousand times the díameter
of each cell body). A second feature stressed in [83] is that the wiring of the nervous
system takes place in a stepwise manner. This means that the first axons that develop
have to move within an axon-free environment. However, later moving ones have
to deal with an expanding media where earlier sailing cells make up a scaffolding
network where others should travel along.
E ven if 1arge joumeys can be broken into shorter legs, the question remains of
understanding how each axon navigates any short segment. As described in [83],
axons seem to respond to the coordinate action of four types of guidance cues: at
tractive and repulsive, which can be either short-range or long-range. Long-range
attraction and repulsion seem in turn to be produced by diffusible factors, whereas
short-range guidance appears to be provided by contact-mediated mechanisms, in
volving nondiffusible cell surface and extracellular matrix (ECM) molecules. We
next proceed to remark on sorne modelling aspects of long-range, diffusive attrac
tion, or repulsion.
13.4.1.1

Sensitivity, Adaptation, Amplification

A first modelling approach might consist in considering each biological unit
(axons in the case recalled above, but possibly lymphocytes or amoebae in the sit
uations to be considered later) as a black box, from which sorne robust properties
are to be expected, irrespective of the precise way in which these are achieved. For
instance, for long-range guidance based on the detection of chemotactic gradients
to be successful, the organisrns involved are expected to fulfill sorne requirements,
namely:

Axon Growth and Neuron Navigation

The nervous system of a person is known to perform a sophisticated set of func
tions. This requires of a highly complex pattern of wiring among nervous cells
1
(called neurones). The number of these is of the order of 10 2, each establishing
on average about 103 connections (called synaptic contacts) with various targets.
Neuronal connections form during embryonic development, when each differentiat
ing neuron sends out an axon, tipped at its 1eading edge by the growth cone, which
migrates through the embryonic environment to meet its target.
Growth eones were first described by Ramón y Cajal in chicken embryos (cf.
[73]). These structures are continuously expanding and retracting; this is the way
in which growth eones integrate and transduce chemical signals arising from targets
and neighbour tissues. In 1 893, Ramón y Caja! advanced the so-called chemotactic

MODELS OF CHEMOTAXIS

•

•

To be able to respond reliably to small gradients of guidance cues across their
surface (sensitívity)
As migratíon takes place in a medium where the basal concentration of chemi
cal signals varies by several orders of magnitude, organisms need to constantly
re-adjust their sensitivity, a process usually termed as adaptation.

Besides that, in a living environment the detection-orientation system has to
allow for high-gain persistent, polarised signalling in response to chemoattractant
gradients (amplification).
As a matter of fact, experiments reported in [62] show that under exposure to
high levels of netrin-1 of brain-derived neurothropic factor (BDNF), growth eones
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of cultured xenopus spinal neurones undergo consecutive phases of desensitisation
and resensitisation (that is, adaptation) in their ability to detect gradients of netrin- 1
of BDNF. Moreover, these cyclic phases o f desensitisation and resensitisation are re
flected in the zigzag path of altemating attractive and repulsive tuming of advancing
growth eones towards their source of chemoattractant. However, in the absence of
guidance factor, no such type of path is observed, and the growth cone advances in
an irregular and unpredictable manner.
A model of amplification in growth eones has been proposed in [60]. It consists
in a system of ordinary differential equations involving three variables: a saturating,
self-enhancing activator, coupled with two antagonistic equations. Of these, one
equilibrates rapidly over the whole cell, causing competition among different surface
elements, which is won by those exposed to the highest concentration of extemal
cues. A second antagonistic reaction is assumed to act locally. lt has a longer time
constant, and produces destabilisation of peaks after they have formed. On the other
hand, a model for adaptation different from (but also motivated by) the activator
inhibitor models of [58-60] has recently been proposed in [50,54]. Again, three
variables are considered: a response element that can be active (denoted by R* ) or
inactive, its total concentration being R0, and an active excitory (A* ) and inhibitory
(J* ) enzymes that catalyse the activation and inactivation of the system. Activation is
in tum regulated by receptor occupancy in the cell membrane, which is proportional
to the concentration of the local signalling molecule (S). The corresponding set of
equations is

dR*
dt

-k1R* ( t)I* (t)

+

k2 ( Ro - R* ( t)) A * (t) ,
( 1 3 . 1 04)

(t) + k4 ( Io - I* (t))S ,
( t)

+
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energy due to thermal fl uctuations is large enough to change the cell motion, the
question naturally arises of what are the physical limitations on a cell's ability to
sense and respond to changes in its environment. This issue was addressed in the
work [5], where a model was produced that provided estimates for the statístical
fluctuations in the measuring of concentrations by a small sensing device. From that
model, the authors obtained estimates on sensitivity with respect to various factors
including a bound un the mínimum detectable gradient. This study has been recently
taken up in [23], where comparison with experiments and limitations on its predictíve
value are discussed in detaiL
We conclude this section by remarking on a macroscopic, RD-model for axon
guidance. Here target cells and growth eones are represented as points in a two- or
three-dimensional space, and attention is paid to the change in the concentrations
of various chemical signals. More precisely, let us follow [32] and consider the
interaction of three types of diffusible substances:
•

•

•

A chemoattractant u1 that is released by target cells at a rate a1 and has diffu
sion coefficient D 1
A chemoattractant u2 released by the axonal growth eones at a rate a2 , with
diffusion constant D2
A chemorepellent U3 secreted by the axonal growth eones at a rate a3 which
diffuses with a coefficient D3

Here we are also denoting by u 1 , u2, and u3 the concentrations of the signals
involved. Assuming that axon growth occurs on a much longer scale than the time
needed for diffusive fields to equilibrate (again, a small·parameter hypothesis), the
authors of [32] arrive at the following system

k6 ( Ao - A * (t)) S ,

where letter k with different subscripts is used to denote the kinetic constants of
the various reactions involved. Assuming the presence in ( 1 3 . 1 04) of sorne small
oo
parameters, asymptotic limits are identified in [50,54] for which, as t

R * ,...,
A.o
C
Ro
Io
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for sorne e > o independent of s

( 1 3 . 1 05 )

'

so that R* will not depend on the signalling molecule concentration, whence the
system will exhibit the adaptation property.
It has been already mentioned that signa! processing within the cell is mediated
by receptor occupancy at its membrane. In other words, the incoming externa! cue is
captured at sorne particular places (receptors) scattered over the cell boundary, thus
triggering an internal signalling cascade. The physical mechanism by which growth
eones sense gradients is a subject deserving considerable attention, and one in which
more needs to be k:nown. For instance, in a situation as that of a cell, in which the

where xi is the fixed position of target cell i, ra is the location of the ath _growth
cone at time t , ki (1 :; í S: 3) is the inverse diffusive length of chemícal u i , and
ó(x s) denotes Dirac's delta at x s. We refer to [32] for a numerical study of
the phenomena of bundling ( during navigation) and debundling (on approaching the
target). Actually, the analysis made in [32] is concerned with a number of situations,
involving not only diffusible signals but also contact interactions, but we shall omit
further details here.
=
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The second problem in this section is concemed with morphogenesis, a key fea
ture in the development of multicellular organisms, and already an inspiring motiva
tion behind Turing's seminal work [84] . One of the simplest aspects of morphogen
esis is cell aggregation. Indeed, as observed in [65 ] , ". . . Aggregation phenomena, in
which spatially separated cells gather together, form a multicellular group and then
proceed to differentiation, are perhaps ideal for studying interactions between cells
during morphogenesis. Unfortunately, not many systems are known in which aggre
gation occurs clearly separated in time from differentiation. Among other reasons,
this makes it particularly important to make a detail study of the one in vivo system
that is well characterised, namely the cellular slime moulds."
The precise biological features of these organisms which are of interest here are
succinctly summarised by Bonner ( [9] , p.62 ; see also [8]) as follows: " . . . Cellular
slime moulds are soil amoebae. They feed as separate individuals on bacteria, and
after they have finished the food supply, they stream together to central collection
points to form a multicellular individual of thousands of celis. Thís mass of amoebae
moves as a unified "slug" toward light and is also oriented by heat gradients. After
this period of migration, the anterior cells turn into stable cells that keep piling onto
the tip, while most of the posterior cells turn into spores. The spore mass is slowly
lifted into the air as the stalk elongates; the final result is a small fruiting body, in the
order of one or two millimetres high, i n which a spherical spore mass is supported
on a slender stalk made up of large, vacuolate, dead stalk cells . . . ."
Out of ali biological aspects mentioned above, each of which has interest on
its own, we shall focus here on aggregation toward "central collection points." More
precisely, it is known that when food becomes scarce, sorne individuals start emitting
pulses of a chemical (cAMP ::::: cyclic aminophosphatase in the case of the mould
Dictyostellium discoideum, Dd for short). Organisms then proceed to move towards
higher concentrations of the substance thus produced, and eventually concentrate
into lumps. In the course of motion, experiments revea! a variety of structures: target
and spiral waves (of which we have discussed before ), but also streaming patterns.
We shall examine now an early continuum model which intends to describe this
aggregation stage. It was introduced in 1 970 by Keller and Segel (cf. [ 47]) and, in its
simplest version, only two variables are considered. These are the concentration of
cells al any point x and time t, to be denoted by u(x, t), and that ofthe chemical pro
ducing aggregation, represented by v(x, t ) . The conservation equations for u(x, t)
and v (x , t) are of the form

ov

at

Ju

+ Au

Bv ,

A >O, B >O,

( 1 3 . 1 06)

where Ju and J v are respectively the ftuxes of cell and chemical concentrations,

=

-Du \i' u + u\i'x(v) .

( 1 3 . 1 07)

Here the diffusion coefficients Du. Dv are positive, and x (v ) i s the so-called
chemotactic function, whose gradient attracts cells to gather together. A simple
choice is to assume it to be linear, x( v) = xv for some x > O. Putting ali pieces
together, we eventually arrive at

{

�;

= Du!::::.u

x\i'

·

(u\i'v) ,

( 1 3 . 108)

av
ot

=

Bv .

Dv !::::. v + Au

Equations (l 3 . 1 08) are to be considered in a domain (usually bounded) 11 e
�N . Natural choices for N are N
2 (a reasonable approximation for a Petri
dish) and N
3. For the purpose of mathematical analysis, ( 1 3 . 1 08) has to be
supplemented with suitable initial and boundary conditions.
In the case of bounded domains, it is often assumed that there is no flux at the
boundary, i.e.,
=

8u
-

8n

8v
=

-

8n

=

O

for

xE

80

and

t

>

O.

( 1 3 . 1 09)

Systems akin to ( 1 3 . 1 08) can be derived from an interacting stochastic system
consisting of many particles, under the assumption that such interaction is of a mod
erate character when the population size increases to infinity; cf. [ 8 1 ] and also [38,7 1 ]
for details concerning this derivation.
In the sequel we shall follow [34] to describe sorne properties of ( 1 3 . 1 08), a
system that despite its simplicity encodes a rich structure. To begin with, one may
wonder if the formation of dense cell aggregates (often referred to as chemotactic
collapse) is captured at all in the model ( 1 3 . 1 08). In mathematical terms, this ques
tion may be formulated as follows:
Does system ( 1 3 . 1 08) possess solutions ( u (x, t) , v (x , t ) ) such that u (x, t) con
verges to sorne Dirac mass in finite time, i.e., such that

u(x, t)

= - \i' · J u ,
= - V' · Jv
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and terms Au and ( - Bv ) are particularly simple choices corresponding to chemical
production and decay. As to the ftuxes, these are assumed to be given by
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---t

A1ó(x

x0)

as

t --+ T ,

( 1 3 . 1 1 0)

for sorne Xo E n, T < +oo and A1 > O?
In this approach, aggregation is represented as a type of blow-up, considered
to be the late stage of an i nstability arising of an initially homogeneous state. As a
matter of fact, this early stage can be analysed by means of the techníques recalled
1;;0 and v(x, t) = v0 are
in section 1 3 .2.5. To begín with, one has that u (x, t)
2
constant solutions of ( 1 3 . 1 08) provided that Auo = Bv0 • Assume now that N
for definiteness, and Jet us try on ( 1 3 . 1 08) an expansion of the form
=
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!

a

'

u(x, y, t) = uo + a cos (q1 x + q2 y ) eut +
v ( x, y, t) vo + b cos ( q1 x + qz y ) eut +

{

=

·

· ·

·

·

·

,
,

(13.1 1 1)

where the constants a, b, q1 , and q are to be determined. Retaining only linear terms,
2
Equation ( 1 3 . 1 08) may be replaced in a neighbourhood of (uo , vo) by

au
= Du l:::. U
8t

-

xuo6v '

8v
- = Dv l:::. v + Au
8t

( 1 3 . 1 1 2)
-

Bv

q2

.

Plugging ( 1 3 . 1 1 1 ) into ( 1 3 . 1 1 2) eventually yields

Figure 1 3.7

xuoq2b - (a + q2 Du) a = O , q2 = qÍ + q� ,

The relation between a(q2 ) and q2 for O

< q2 « l.

- ( q2 D v + B + a) b + Aa = O ,
a dispersion relation similar to (but more involved than) ( 1 3.9). Since we are inter
ested in nontrivial values of a and b, we need to impose

(13.1 13)
I t i s readily seen that a positive solution o f this quadratic equation exists only if

which in tum requires

x Auo
BDu

>1 .

( 1 3 . 1 14)

Actually, condition ( 1 3 . 1 1 4) implies that homogeneous steady states become
(linearly) unstable whenever the initial concentration of cells is large enough.
When ( 1 3. 1 1 3 ) holds, there exists a continuum of values of q for which ( 1 3 . 1 1 4)
is satisfied. In particular, there is a value q* at which the positive root a = a(q2 ) of
( 1 3 . 1 1 3 ) achieves a maximum.
Assuming O < q2 « 1, an approximate plot of a against q2 can be obtained as
shown in Figure 1 3 .7.
The argument just sketched provides a reasonable description of the initial
triggered by random pertur
stages of aggregation, that may be considered to
bations (biological noise) around a given homogen us state. H�wever, it clearly
appears that chemotactic collapse cannot be fully a ounted for m such way. In
deed, the validity of this approach is confined to regions where perturbations remain
small. As remarked in [65] , it cannot be excluded that, after an initial period of

�

growth, the system would "settle down to another stationary state, spatially nonuni
form, but far from aggregate." After ali, this is precisely what was expected from the
activator-inhibitor systems mentioned in section 1 3 .2.6. Furthermore, even if sorne
fluctuations would produce solutions that never retum to a quiescent state, they could
do so in infinite time, or even if blowing up in a finite time, they could do so in a
different manner than that prescribed by ( 1 3 . 1 1 0) .
We now provide a quick overview of known results concerning aggregation
properties of system ( 1 3 . 108). As a startpoint, it was shown in [42) that in space
dimension N = 2, solutions of ( 1 3 . 1 08), ( 1 3. 1 09) exist for ali times if the initial
density üo = ¡n¡-1 f0 u0(x) dx is small enough. However, radial solutions corre
sponding to üo sufficiently large blow up in finite time. The existence of a critica!
threshold on üo (that can be precisely characterised, see [64)) for blow up to occur
is a relevant feature of the two-dimensional case, which is known to be absent when
N = 3 (see [6] and [33] for results in that direction).

The actual occurrence of chemotactic collapse for radial solutions when N = 2
has been shown in [35) (for a simplified version of ( 1 3 . 1 08) corresponding to the
case O < Du « Dv) and in [36,37) (for the general system ( 1 3 . 1 08) with both
diffusion coefficients of order one). The structure of the solution which eventually
unfolds into a Dirac's delta is better obtained by asymptotic methods. The basic idea
consists in considering separately an inner region, located in a thin layer around the
blow-up point (say, x0), and an externa!, outer region, where solutions change slowly
in time. At the inner region, the solution converges (in rescaled variables) toward a
stationary solution of ( 1 3. 1 08); the (a priori unknown) radius R(t) of this region
enters in the form of the scaling required for the stationary solution to eventually
form there. At the outer region, our solution can be safely approximated by that
of a linearised problem, where all information emanating from the inner region is
averaged out in the form of a lumped source term. The radius R(t) is then obtained
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by requiring these two approximations (inner and outer) to match at an intermediate
region, which overlaps with the inner and outer ones. We refer to [34] for additional
details on this strategy, which is fully carried out in references [35-37].
We conclude this section by further remarking on sorne interesting properties
of system ( 1 3 . 1 08). To begin with, when N = 3 a different blow-up mechanisrn
appears. It consists in an imploding, smoothed out shock wave moving towards the
blow-up point ( cf. (33 ]). On the other hand, the stability of the chemotactic collapse
obtained when N = 2 has been extensively discussed in [86], whereas possible
regularisations of ( 1 3 . 1 08) allowing for solutions to be continued beyond blow-up (a
n atural requirement from a biological point of view) are studied in [87,88]. We also
refer to these last two papers for recent mathematical analysis on the Keller-Segel
model.

13.4.3

Modelling Sorne Aspects of Chemotaxis

The previous section was con cerned with describing aggregation in slime moulds
from a macroscopic point of view. In this way, cells were represented as points, and
their individual evolution was reduced to the analysis of their concentration and that
of the chemical released during clustering.
While such a crude simplification may be relevant in sorne contexts, it is far
from being realistíc in others. In particular, every aspect of the sophisticated pro
cesses associated to signal capturing by surface receptors, and its subsequent trans
duction to trigger a motile response in the cell, were simply ignored. Although these
issues are far from being completely elucidated to this day, models have been pro
posed that partially account for these features. To keep this work within reasonable
bounds, only two of them will be briefly described below. In particular, the underly
ing (and challenging) question of elaborating a comprehensive, multiscale model for
Dd will not be addressed here.
The first work to be succinctly commented in the sequel is that by Hagan and
Cohen (cf. [28]). Their goal consisted in providing a RD scenario for regulation of
cAMP in Dd. They assumed that this can be accounted for in terms of the following
variables: the extracellular (resp. intracellular) concentration of cAMP, the intracel
lular concentration of an inhibitor, and a lumped variable representing concentration
of intracellular stored reserves. These are respectively denoted by o:(x, t), (resp.
)i), C, and S. The interplay of these variables is described in [28] by means of the
following system
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pa: + D!:::. a: ,

ijlA

aA
Eii = f(a, C) - lA

- -

ac
7ii = k (o:)S - a(C) - b(C) ,

(13.1 15)

1
as
7!ii = ;¡; [- k (o:) S + a(C)] .
Let u s remark briefty o n the various terms appearing i n ( 1 3 . 1 1 5) . The first
equation therein describes changes in space and time of the concentration of externa!
cAMP. This last increases proportionally (with factor ij) to the rate [A at which inter
na! cAMP is secreted by the cells. The second and third terms on the right account
respectively for degradation and diffusion. The second equation represents synthesis
of internal cAMP, and its loss by leaking to the externa! environment. Activation
is due to function f (ii, C) which is increasing in o:, and inhibited by C, so that it
�ventually saturates in a sigmoid manner (cf. Figure 1 in [28]) . The third equation
m ( 13 . 1 1 5 ) accounts for production of a feedback inhibitor C by cacabolism of the
stored reserves S (at a o:-dependent rate, k(o:)). C is also recycled (at a rate a(C))
to rebuild S, and is lost at a rate b(C) . Fínally, the last equation describes consump
tion of the stored reserves S at a rate ( �) times the net production rate of C, and its
simultaneous restoring (already discussed).
Of particular importance is the fact that n represents the number of monomers
in one polymeric unit of S, so that n » 1, and we already have a srnall parameter in
( 1 3 . 1 15). As pointed out in [28] , use of experimental information allows for further
separation of scales in the model. For instance, degradation of o: is rapid (between
! and 2 seconds), which suggests setting p � with O < E: « l . Production of
intracellular cAMP seems also to be fairly rapid (about 15 seconds). On the other
hand, production of inhibitor occurs at a much slower pace (about 100 seconds).
Furthermore, since n » 1 , S is depleted only in a very slow scale (of the order of
hours). Thus, on setting ql
E:ql, of(a , C) f(a, C), l = Jf with O < e « o « 1 ,
( 1 3 . 1 1 5 ) can b e recast in the form

00:

at

aA

1

é

-

(qlAo:)

1

+

-g U ( o: , C)

Dt::. a

,

lA) ,
( 1 3 . 1 1 6)

k(a)S

a(C)

b(C) ,
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One then may argue as follows. Since o evolves in a faster time scale than A,
it is always near equilibrium with
so that a
qlA. From the first equation in
( 1 3 . 1 1 6) we then obtain that
_...,

(

a = qlA + e: Db.a

-

- (
ªª)
a
t

"" qlA + é D b.(qlA) - ql
"' ql (A + E(Db.A - A) ) .

a.4

)

at

A

qlA

,

F(a, C) = ql f (a, C) .

Taking advantage of ( 1 3 . 1 1 7) and using Taylor's expansion on F(a, C), we obtain

ó dA
dt

o:
F( , C)

ZA

( 1 3. 1 1 8)

F(A, C)

lA

E
C) - Z A) + cDFA (A, C)6A + . . . .
J FA (A, C) (F(A,

Arguing in a similar way for the third equation in ( 1 3 . 1 1 6), we are able to reduce
the original system ( 1 3 . 1 1 5) to one consisting of three equations, namely

'¡/.;(r, x)

F(A, C) - lA + cDFA (A, C) 6A ,

ac

k(A)S - a(C) - b(C) + éDSk1(A)6A ,

as
8t

- [- k (A)S + a (C)] .

( 1 3 . 1 1 9)

1

n

Moreover, since S changes little in time, we may consíder ( 1 3 . 1 1 9) as consisting
essentially of its first two equations, and having a slowly varying parameter there.
The reduced system thus obtained can be analysed in two steps. First, we may drop
the (small) diffusivity terms, and then consider the ODE system thereby obtained.
Keeping track of the variation of S, it is then possible to classify the corresponding
equilibrium states and describe the resulting dynamics in phase space. At a second
stage, we introduce back the weak coupling due to diffusion, to characterise the onset
of pulse and spiral patterns in the reduced system ( 1 3 . 1 1 9) (cf. [28], p. 885-898).
A question also addressed in (28] is the need of a rule connecting externa! cAMP
concentration with cell motion. This is assumed to be that cells move in the direction
opposite to cAMP wave propagation. In this way, evidence for the formation of
streams can be obtained in the following manner. Suppose that cells are migrating
toward a distant aggregation centre located on the x-axis. We can then write A and
e in the form

{

A (t, x)

=

�(wo t + 'ljl(r, x) , So ) + . . .

C (x, t ) = C (w0t + 'lj;(r, x), So ) + . . .

T

et ,
( 1 3 . 1 20)

=

kx + ")'r + P(r, x, y) ,

(13.121)

where P represents the perturbation caused b y the inhomogeneities of w (S(x))
around the origin. From Equations ( 1 3 . 1 1 9) to ( 1 3. 1 2 1 ), it i s possible to estímate
the term ( \71/; - ( k , O)) which represents the relative direction field of the cell mo
tion, to eventually produce a streaming pattern as that in Figure 8 in (28] .
We conclude this section by succinctly describing a model containing elements
already incorporated in [28) together with the explicit consideration of a (possibly
large) population of moving organisms, as in the system studied in (32] and re
called in section 1 3 .3 . 1 . More precisely, we follow [70] and consider a family of
n organisms, assumed to be approximately circular, moving on a two-dímensional
space. The position of any cell is then characterised by the location of its centre,
Ri (t)
(xi (t) , Yi (t)) = i ( t ) with 1 � i � n. The model in [70] describes Dd
cells which can produce cAMP and move towards a cAMP gradient according to the
following rules: Dd cells have membrane receptors that can be either active or inac
tive. In the active state, the receptors can bind externa] cAMP, thereby stimulating
the synthesis of cAMP inside the cell. This intracellular cAMP is then leaked outside
the cell, where it stimulates cAMP receptors, thereby closing a feedback loop. On
the other hand, receptors become ínactive as a result of prolonged exposure to high
cAMP concentrations, which allows for refractory periods in the cell. In mathemati
cal terms, we introduce three variables: p (r, t) (fraction of cAMP receptors in active
state), ,B (r, t) (concentration of intracellular cAMP), and �¡(r, t) (concentration of
extracellular cAMP) and state the following relations among them

r

=

ó ��
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(recall Equations ( 1 3.82) t o ( 1 3.90) in the previous sectíon). Herc 'lf; (r, x) is the
phase shift, that may be assumcd to be in the form of a plane wave near the origin:
·¡/.; ,....., kx +")'r for sorne k, ")'; w0 is the average of w (S (x) ) , a frequency determined by
the local value of w ( S (x) ) , and S0 is the average value of S (x). Assuming w(S(x))
to be almost constant and equal to w0 except i n a small region: x2 + y2 < r6 , we
may write '¡/.; ( r, x) in the form

( 1 3 . 1 17)

We next consíder the second equation in ( 1 3 . l 1 6) and set there
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ªP
-

€1 {)t

n

(-Ji (¡) p + !z (¡) (l

p) )

:Eo(r - Ri(t)) ,
í=l

n

( s1<P (p , �¡)
º'Y
{)t

D .6.1 +

1
€3

¡3 (r, t)) Ló(r - Ri (t)) ,
i=l

( 1 3 . 1 22)

n

(s2(3 - 1 )

L8(r - R; (t)) .
'Í,=l

Here functions Ji , fz , and <!> are given, and a number of parameters appear
which allow for separation of scales in suitable asymptotic limits. For instance,
arguments are given in [70] to assume that the second equation in ( 1 3. 1 2 2) is in a
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quasi-steady state (that is, the intemal cAMP dynamics are very fast). Then (13.122)
can be reduced to

f)p

é 1 fJt

(-Ji ('Y) p + f2 ('y) (l
(13.123)
n

81
fJt

i)

¿ 8(r
i=l

Ri (t )) .

µ

dRi

\7¡

[6] Biler, P., Local and global solvability o f sorne parabolic systems modelling
chemotaxis, Adv. Math. Sci. Appl. 8, 297-308, 1998.

[8] B onner, J.T., The Cellular Slime Molds, Princeton Univ. Press, Princeton, NJ,
1967.
[9] B onner, J.T., Sixty Years of Biology, Princeton Univ. Press, Princeton, NJ,
1996.

As in the case previously examined ( cf. [28]), a locomotion rule needs yet to
be added to (13.123) to account for cell motion. Some choices for such rules are
discussed in [70], but to give merely a glimpse of the problems therein considered,
o
we just comment on one of these. Let µ = µ (p , 1) be such that µ = O if the f llowing
or sorne
<
9o
f
o
or
o
value
critica}
P
sorne
r
f
,
o
<
P
l\711
conditions are met: either p
by the
described
be
can
cells
the
of
rnotion
=
Then
1 otherwise.
(}0 > O; we take
equation
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(7) Birkhoff, G . and Rota, G.C., Ordínary Differential Equations, John Wíley &
Sons, New York, 1989.
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